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Steinem to Women: "The
second wave has just begun"
By Kary Andrews
Features Editor
Establishing
reprod uc'ti ve
freedom,
redefining
and
reevaluating
work,
accepting different types
, of families and aiming for
equality in everyday areas
of life, were the themes
Gloria Steinem addressed
to the audience of 900 on
,Sept. 27.
"In spite of biology,
God and Freud...women
can do whatever men can
do," Steinem said in her
opening remarks. "We are
a country the has changed
its hopes and drcams but
votes its fears."
Steinem
advocated
reproductivc freedom as a
basic human right.
"If we can't control our
livcs from the inside we
cannot control our lives
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Ms. Steinem

from
the
skin
out," about work, Steinem said,
"Work. shoul~ be paid
Steinem said. Included as accordmg
to Its value for
issues
within
her the community and not
definition of reproductive
the sex of the person
freedom were: the basic doing it. Work .is now paid
human right not to have according to the sex or
children, to have children,
race of who does it."
safe childbirth, to control
Steinem also called for a
;..
the birth of chfIdren with
.=
redefinition of work to
contraception, to have or
include work in the home.
not have 'abortions, and to
She also said that when
-=~
not
be
coerced
into an occupation gets to be
sterilization.
about one third integrated Gloria Steinem SigDiDg autographs aDd talkiDg witb tbe
Much
of
Steinem's with women, ,the pay audience arter speakiDg OD "WomeD aDd -opportuDities"
speech covered the history
on Sept. 27.
-drops. "We (women) are
of the woman's movemcnt simply going to devalue when we don't have a human nature. "The goal
is a circle that completes
and
the
consciousncss everything, including the democratic family?"
raising
it
has
ourselves," she said. "Not
Concerning
the
father's
White Housc."
a straight line that tries
accomplishcd
over the
Remembering her days involvement in raising
years.
to
overshoot
everyone
children,
Steinem
said,
in the classroom, Stcinem
"It took 150 years to said she was taught that until women are as daring else."
'achieve legal identity as the
A young woman right
family
was
a outside the home, and
human beings and the goal microcosm of the state. unt'il men are. as caring now has more power than
now is to achieve legal She
then
asked
the inside the home, children she will when shc's 50
and social equality," she audicncc, "If this is truc will
go
on
dividing Steinem told the aUdience'
•
said.
themselves
and
not STEINEM
thcn how is it possible to
~xplaining her thcme .have a democratic statc
realizing
their
entire PAGE 2
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Water heater problem
~

B1 Micbele Baccarella
MaugiDg Editor
A watcr hcatcr in the
303 quad of the flats at
Almeida did not blow up.
What did happen was
that the relief valve on
the water heater blew out
to release the pressure
that had built up within
the heater, said Matt
White, director of the
Physical Plant.
The incident started
about 6 pm QD Saturday,
Sept. 23, .when residents

~

.se

if
No, it dlcta't blow up, but tlais water beater iD tbe
303 quad 01 tile Flats at AlDaeida did a lot to blcoaveDteDce its raldeDts two wee" a.o.

of the 303 quad of the
flats found they had no
hot water.
Adrian Wargo, a junior,
said he called the Physical
Plant at about 8:30 pm
that night. "They told me
to wait until tomorrow;
that they were' not going
to call anyone that night."
White, said that on
weekends, unless it's an
emergency, they wait until
someone comes in the
next day. He also said
that
no
maintenance
request had been filed on
Saturday night and that

for some reason there was
no record of Wargo's call.
Wargo said he did not
follow
the
regular
procedure
of
going
through his R.A. because
his R.A. was not home ~ t
the time.
"I then called Sunday
at 1:30 pm," Wargo said.
"I called aaain at 4:15 pm.
I then asked my ncigh bor
across the hall to call so
that maybe' ir morc than
one person complained

HEATER
PAGE 2

ChangeS at the Snackbar
bagels
which
B1 Isaac Alpert
Stu den t s
h a v e occasionally adjusted, and toasting
can
do
had
not
been students
Staff Writer
complained
at
alleged they
in
a
while, themselves, Panarello said.
The snack bar is' an
portion
decreases
and changed
escape from the prison or price increases. This is leading to what some
even worse, school style justified, Panarello said perceive
as
a
steep
meals. Pick up what you
but there is a reason increase," she said.
,
New
and- improved
want to eat at the snack
behind it.
bar, leave what they want
"This summer I saw a equipment has, also been
Among
the
you
to' eat ,in . the
lot of new better quality added.
additions
are
a
new
grill
cafeteria.
products such as chicken
Like its neighbor, the
cutlets and hamburgers and new equipment like
bookstore, ,the snackbar
which were better quality knives. New casing has
has
undergone
many
than what we had. Along been added so tha t you
changes since the last ~with the better product can see the specialty
school year.
the price had to - be items better and there is
Many new products
increased in order to pay a new refrigerator for the
juices which will be
such as gourmet coffee,
for it," Panarello said.
onion rings, oat bran
Chicken cutlets and installed soon, she said.
toaster
and
A
bars, juices, roast beef
french fries are the two
and shrimp salad have
most popular items at the microwave have also been
been added, while older
snack bar, according to added so that the snack
bar cooks can concentrate
items have been improved,
Panarello.
on
making
said Michelle Panarello,
"The
prices
are more
sD1lck'-bar'S'U}1CrQi'sOT!
.V, "'5'11 p·......_,...ct· ..... ·t'G·''',
bo vSalUblfJ.<)hcs•• ~iBltqd- ,. 8
t,v

.'#

SNACKBAR
PAGE 2
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News
now writing entitled, l l i
Bedside Book of Self
"Men are rebellious in Esteem.
youth and become more
About the problem of
conservative.
Women battered
women
and
always get more radical displaced
homemakers,
with age."
Steinem said, "We go to
~telQem . IS
perhaps the river to rescue them
moat widely: 'known for from. drowning, but we
co-rounding· . Ms~, ., a haven't yet gone to the
magazine '. devoted
to ,head of the river to keep
rUSlng
consciousness them from going in."
among women in America.
Steinem· cautioned
She also has written against the idea' of being
several books, including Superwomen,
balancing
Outrageous
Acts
and career,
family,
and
Everyday
Rebellion.' household perfectly, as an
Marilyn (a biography of answer to a women's
Marilyn Monroe), and l l i feeling of inequality. She
Beach
Book.
She said this is no solution
mentioned the book she is because it only feeds the

STEINEM FROM
PAGE 'I
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high ex~ectations society
has for women.
One of the everyday
areas of life Steinem said
we had to work on.
concerns the idea of
religion. She asked why
God is always considered
a white male. This, she
said, rejects women from
a very important aspect of
everyday life.
Steinem asked each
person in the audience do
something
o'utrageous,
whether it was telling a
spouse to "pick it up
himself," or something
more drastic.
"If you do this one
outrageous, thing, she told

the student union.
The room was filled to
capacity 40 minutes before
the lecture was scheduled
to begin.
A
w ide
screen
teleYision
airing
the
speech as it took place
was provided for the
overflow
audience
in
"That Place" downstairs in
the Student Union, but
.that too, according to l.P
Couture,
a
student
watching
from
"That
Place", was filled
to
capacity and beyond with
people even standing on
Services, and the Minority desks to .see Steinem
Affairs Committee, was speak.
held in ,the dining hall of

the audience, by Friday
the world will be a better
place." .
She left the audience
with three solid pieces of
advice. "One, give 10
percent of what you make
for social justice. Two,
write three letters a week
praising
or' criticizing
something and three, go
to one demonstration a
month to keep your blood
boiling."
Steinem's lecture, cosponsored
by
the
Contemporary.
Forums
Committee,
Career

'..,J

1
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they'd do something."
Bob
Bu"ker,
the
.'
Phyacal ,.plant~s mainten'anoe'maa fixed<thc water
heater, around 1'6:30 'pm on
Sunday.
Later that night the
hall lights never came on
causing Wargo to conclude
that the electricity in the
hallway had been accidentally shut off.
At 5 am the fire alarm
went off for the all the
buildings that make' up
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"The pressure relief
valve had blown up,"
Wa rgo
'sa ide
"The
emergency lights didn't
come on and even though
the police were here in
minutes, it could have
been a really dangerous
situation."
According to White,
direclor of the Physical
Plant, there was ,never
any danger of a fire.
"The relief valve is a
built-in safety feature. It
blows to release built-up
pressure and lets the
excess water out so the
heater doesn't blow up
and causc a' fire," he said.

"When it 'does this, It
produces steam which is
what set off the fire
alarm," White said.
White said that the
cause reset button on the
water heater kicked out
which is why the students
had no hot water.
"The maintenance man
reset it and it started
working. The
circuit
breaker which operates
the lights tripped. It could
have been caused by a lot
of
people
using
the
washing
machines
or
something like that. It
would have had nothing to
do with the water heater."

. As a result, th'e water
soaked
the. hallway
carpets
of .the
two'
downstairs apartments of
the 303 quad.

alleviate some of the
problem, a new change
machine has been installed
betwecn the Coke and
snack machines near the
Student
Common.
The
machine gives change for
$5 and $1 bills.
The snack bar usually
has two cooks and one

person
to
work
the
register and clean the
tables per shift, Panarello
said. The snack bar is
looking for students to
employ but has not gotten
a great response as of
yet, she said. Students
don't need to have work
study to work at the

1

I'

snack bar.
The grill
is open
Mondays through Fridays
from 8 am to 9:30 pm;
Saturdays from I I am to 9
pm; and Sunday I I am to
9:30 pm.

"

".' .. '_I

'.#.'.-.

Photo by Michele Uaccarella
New casing, a microwave and toaster are some of the recen
improvements made at the Snackbar, which is going to be
totally renovated this summer.

SNACKBAR FROM

would be at thc grill and
would have to come all
the way out to the
New tables and chairs registcr thinking a person
going
to
Qrder
are currently on order, was
but
then
she
said
and
more something
improvements are in store. finding out the person
The entire snack bar will just wanted change," she
said. "This Icd us to waste
be redone next summer.
One unpopular change a lot of time getting large
has been that the snack amounts of change from
bar will no longer give the Bursar so we decidedchange to students. "The
to stop giving change;
reason for this is that we Panarello said. Tc
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RICCOTTrs SANDWICH SHOP
11 Gooding Ave., Bmlol
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Buy one small Tuna Fish
.
Get one small Tuna Fish FREE!

}
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THIS COUPON WILL BE ACCEPTED AS PAVMENT FOR A
SMALL TUNA FISH SANDWICH ON ESTABLISHMENT'S
MENU WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANOTHER TUNA FISH
SANDWICH OF EQUAL OR GREATER VALUE.
Good Throu9h
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Responsibly
Everytime,
which it still is except
now that faction is under
A live band and free
the charge of the Student
mock tails, a lecture by a Life Office. That· CARE,
recovering alcoholic and a represented by Wes Cable,
day of athletic events are coordilia tor' . of
the
just some of the activities residential CARE program
Chemical Abuse Related ,and, Beth Bazinet and
Education (CARE) has ip Cathy
Cocks, assistant
store
this
year
to coordinators,
is
the
celebrate
National residential arm of the
Coli g i ate
A leo hoi oveql1l CARE plan.
The Chemical Abuse
Awareness Week, Oct. 15
through 21.
.
Related Education CARE
CARE, has recently was just recentiy approved
gone through a change of and has been put under
its own.
the charge of the Dean of
CARE .used to be' an" Student's
Office.
This
acronym
for
CARE CARE
plan is being
meaning Cho~se Alcohol formed and will consist of
six administrators, five
By Michele Baccarella
Managing Editor '.

·· ..

·

CARE is ready to celebrate National Collegiate
AJcoholAwarenessVVeek

"

..

e
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500 Metacom Avenue
Bristol, RI

253-0036

100/0 OFF
WITH THIS AD

FAX SERVICE • F.LYERS •. LAMINATION
INVITATIONS • STATIONERY • ENEVELOPES
TYPESETTING SERVICE • COPIES TO 35" x 42"

Women In
Government

students and four faculty Bristol which will supply By Susan E. Cicchino'
members.,
two bartenders and all the
Starr Writer
CARE which recently ingredients for the drinks..
received the go ahead fC?r
"Sex and Alcohol," is a
The· increasing ~role of
its new name is 'a group workshop that? 'will ,be women;. in ,so~iety and
of 20-25 people wh'ich ~iven by the' P.E.E.R.S. .government wa$ the topic
include students, faculty, and the Health Educator of a discussion of "Women
staff and administrators. at 7 pm in the· Dorm III in Government," featuring
"CARE has graduated to a Rec Room'. .
Claudine
Schneider,
campus wide organization,"
i Thursday's·
activities Elizabeth Morancy, and
Bazinet said.
include: an Octoberfest' Victoria Lederberg.
, An information table with a German Oompah
Ca r e e r
Ser vices
with free posters, key' band and rootbeer floats sponsored the Sept. 29
chains and' infOTmation sponsored by the Daytime discussion which was held
in That Place.
will be available each day Programming Committee.
at lunchtime from 11:30
"Let's C.A.R.E. about
S c h n e ide r ,
a
am to 1:30 pm in the' each other~" a lecture Representative in Congress
lobby of the Student given
by Wes Cable~ since 1980, described her
Center~' Bazinet said. A c90 r dinator . of
the first experiences ~unning
free t-shirf featuring Dick residential af!n of the for congress. She had no
and Jane characters will CARE program, will be name recognition and no
be raffled .off each day.
held at 7 pm in the Dorm budget., A group of her
The
Rhode
Island III Rec Room.
. " ·riends·, held ,an:.:'art and
Safety Commission, who
A. day of' athleti.~ ntiquC'" auction.:- and a
ten tat i vel y. .. bake ~sale - :to.' .hetp raise
usually provides the crash eve n t s
simulator, is supporting including: a foot' race, a 540,000.
Although
the
RWC's week by providing bike race and a scavenger· average campaign cost was
the dummies you see in . hunt will be held Saturday 5300,000, by campaigning
commercials as well as and there will be a personally
to
small,
literature on drinking and showing of "Clean and independent work' groups,
driving, she said.
Sober," starring Michael she was able gain 48
On Tuesday, members Keaton at 8 pm in the percent of the people's
of the Bristol Police caf ria .
vote.
Department
will
show
.
events. and
Schneider
raised
stu den t s
how
a 10cb~t.lOns are tentative and
3.75,000" .most of those
It'
• ~au ot.to

X\1

front of
Center between'
an d 1:30 pm. Later that
.
J'
evenmg, 1m Martin, a
recovering
alcoholic,
returns to R WC again this
year to ta Ik about his
experiences. The lecture
will be held at 7 pm in
the Dorm III Rec Room.
Following the lecture a
live
band,
from
Somerville,
Mass.
will
perform in "That Place"
for Music Connection and
free mocktails will be
proyided by Eliza's in
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information as -the -week.
t I
ge s"W
c oser. t ff t
I te
e go 0
0 a a
start this year," Bazinet
said. "But we have some
mo t'Iva t e d peop I"
e.
Including Eliza's and
the BPD is. one way the
group
is
working
to
"involve the community,
she said. "Some people in
.,
the commuDity vI~wed the
week as a negative even
though the week was all
about
prevention," she
"W'
t'
to
.d
sal.
e r;
rymg
change that.
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fOh~._!?-e! ~e.c?~~ ~a~paign.

IS
tJ'me,
sue
won.
Women
d'd
'
I nt
rna k e
I"
I
.
'b'
0 Itlca
contn ,utlons
e~a~se the~ were? t uscd
0 it, SchneIder saId.
. Wom~n not only ?ecd
I n a ~ c I a I . b a c kin g.
chnelder s~ld, but also
he self-co~~ldence to ~un
or
polItIcal
of~lce.
ccordmg to SchneIder,
hile b If of th
US
. ~ '.
e
..
opulatlon IS ·female, and
omen
represent
48
percent of the
work
force, only four percent
f all federal and local
overnment positions are
eld by females. With 26
omen in the House of
epresentatives, and two
omen in' the Senate, the
~oviet
Union has more
emale
government
fficials, Schneider said.
"By - the year 2000,
even out of ten persons
ntering the work force
ill
be female",' said
chneider. She would like
o see more of those
omen in the government.
"The purpose of men
nd women are the same,"
chneider
said,"women
ave
to
make
their
ontributions."
Morancy,
R.I. State
epresentative from 1978
o 1988, said she decided
~o get involved in politics
Iafter years as a· member
IOf the Sisters of Mercy.
IShe became a political

"-'0'."
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,,:-_~"
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Editorial·
Editorial
Colleg~

Crusades

Curiouser and curiouser.
We have
been both amused and appalled at. the
content. of some recent academic
movements born on American colleges
and _universities/ and still breathing in
desperate breatns.
The one common
feature of these movements is an
abhorrence of Western civilization. This
is rather ironic·. considering that the
values of Western civilization are' whatallows these movements to _exist
unfettered. Consider three examples.
One movement. made famous by
Stanford University. has been shrieking
about the "Eurocentric perspective" of
Western ·culture. The problem. according
to this movement. is that the thinkers
that defined Western values-- like
Aristotle. Edm~nd Burke. John Locke,
and the American Founders-- were al
white males. Therefore, the argument
goes. Western civilization is racist.
~exist. ~ndopprt;~sive. Acc;ording to the
mo,t' ·~xtreme··-views of .this movement.
we'" should . r~move .' the .works of such
racist dogs from school curriculum. and
replace them with virtually unknown
works of minorities. women. and diverse
cultures.
.
Now. it is one thing to promote
diversity in study. but it's quite another
to trash the work of great thinkers
simply because they were white males.
Even if Western ideas and values had
been penned by Martians. that still
would not detract· fro.m the greatness of
the works. Unfortunately-.·
v
t.
appears t() be ·spreading. The New York
~tate
Education. Departl1!ent rece!1tly
Issued a
report arguing against
"Eurocentrism" In their curricufum.
.
A smaller movement appeared last
~pring
at
the
Universit~
of
Massachusetts. led by Terisa Turner.
Ms. Turner teaches a seminar on Marxist
political and social theories.
She led
student protests of Pentagon-financed
research on campus. and apparently u'sed
t,lle . pro~e~~s. as a backdrop for study of
;such tOPiCS as "unfree labor." and
~resistance and revolution:'
According
to the New York Times. Turner calls
herself a "midwife" to help the socialist
society· that now exists to be born. No
further explanation seems necessarY.
Finally. consider a third antiWestern movement based at Harvard Law
School. called Critical Leg,al Studies.
AccordinL to Dean of the -Law School
Robert -Clark. who is against this
movement. Critical Studies yearns for a
non-hierarchical. "communitarian" societ~
where the distinction between public anil
~rivate
spheres
is
non-existent.
Proponents of this theory believe that,
since there are no Impartial lega
standards. the purpose of law has really
been
to' enslave
the
masses.
AccordinglY l West~rn legal practices
simply mollify citizens into accepting the
status quo. So much for law and orefer.
In all of these academic movements.
and in many other collgiate crusades.
the im'plied message is: Take everything
you thought was lionorable in Man. take
'. science and technology. take business
and industry. take our government
institutions. take all of human progress- and throw it all away. In reply. we
paral?hrase Socrates. There is only one
evil: Ignorance.

In Response to Beauty
Pageants...

Letter to the Editor
(

In the last issue of pageant claim its purpose liposuction, and breast
The Messenger, students is to convey to young implants are the most
were asked their opinions girls that as well as being common alteratiol)s being
of the Miss America intelligent and talented
performed on a growing
pageant. While I was women must be healthy number of crown hopefuls.
pleased to see such a and fit. This is all well Many feel the use of
timely
issue
being anil, good, but is it really plastic surgery in pageants
addressed, I must say that healthy to have a rib is cheating, but Dr. James
to
create a Billie, a cosmetic surgeon,
I was disappointed with removed
smaller waist (as one told Cosmopolitan, "It's
the responses.
The
Miss
America woman in the article did) easier
to
take
an
pageant received a good or take laxatives and wrap extremely talented girl
deal of press this year, yourself in Saran wrap and do a 30 minute nasal
undoubtedly due to its (I'm not kidding) to lose operation than to take a
pounds?
These flawlessly beautiful girl
claim that it is no longer excess
just a beauty contest, as women arc supposed to be and teach her to sing or
well as the fact that role models - what a play the piano."
many contestants have frightening thought.
Again, if talent and
And while I'm on the intell~gence are really of
undergone plastic surgery.
Though I have always subject, who decided that importance to the pageant
been
against
such girls need this type of officials, why must looks
competitions,
I
found role model? Where are the be taken into considthese issues inte'resting role models for boys? I eration at all? The answer
and decided to read the certainly don't see an comes . to us from an
article on the pageant in annual parade of men clad unidentified (smart ,move)
the September issue of in ~peedo bathing suits pageant executive' who
Cosmopolitan. I thought strolling
across
my said, "The general public
perhaps
some
new television screen. Perhaps does not want to see an
information might change this is because our society ugly, fa~ woman singing
does not promote the idea opera." I guess that about
my mind. No such luck.
Current
pageant that in order for a man sums up our society's
officials' insist that the to be a role model he pathetic values.
Miss America competition must be attractive.
Society's values aside,
This leads me to my I would rather have my
is a scholarship pageant
and not just a beauty next question: Are these daughter influenced by an
cOIJt.est. It is true tha t women truly attractive? intelligent and insightful
tAe

t:~~UI~~,rn-I:& L

IOftCI' requll"cd
virtuous
(i.e.
virginal)
airheads of past pageants,
and they do go through a
thorough
personal
'interview (untelevised, of
course)
to
determine
intelligence; so then, why
the s-wimsuit competition'?
Those who support the
swimsuit portion of the

s

.

m
e
has the same aesthetic
values and ask, "Should
people be judged on
beauty they mayor may
not have been born with?"
Some of ,the contestants
have genetics and luck to
thank . for their looks;
others arc in debt to
plastic surgery. Nose jobs,

The Messenger is a bi-monthly publication
College students for the college community.

"

"

o
s been
nipped, tucked and Ii posucked and says she'd like
to end world hunger.
Wouldn't we all?

Jessica Langlois
student

by
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A:re You a Real College Student?
By Kim Sturr

Assignment Editor
The
HumanLife
~mendment
'(which
is
backed
by
both
the
current
Bush
administration, and the
former
Reagan
administration) if passed,
would outlaw safe and
legal 'abortions in the
United
States,
except
under specific conditions,
Many RWC students
may already be aware of
this, but feel they will be
"careful" enough not to
ever need an abortion, or
have other reasons for
not taking an active stand
against
the
possible
passage
of
this
amendment.
However, how many
students are aware that
this amendment, if passed,
would also outlaw certain
forms of birth control,
such as the IUD, and· the
Pill? This was just one of
many 'facts I learned
about when I attended a
meeting for the National
Organization for Women
(NOW).
A goal I set (or myself
we
mate dti
my
final year in college, one
ere
J
was
more
involved and more aware.
T 'anted to be more of
"e ')lIege student" and

less of a procrastinator.
I'd always been concerned
about women's issues, and
with
Gloria
Steinem,
coming to lecture on
campus, a NOW meeting
seemed like the perfect
opportunity to
become'
more involved.
When I arrived at the
meeting,
held
at the
Newport Electric Company
in Middletown, a woman
immediately
approached
me and introduced herself
as Susan Luckel, the vice
president of East Bay
NOW, and the president of
Rhode Island NOW. I told
her my name, that I was
from R WC, and I had
decided to attend the
meeting because of a flyer
I'd seen on campus, and
that I wanted to find out
more about NOW.
Often, the only time
NOW is mentioned in the
media
is
when
the
abortion
issue, is
discussed. So many people
probably associate NOW
with abortion issues only.
"Unfortunately,"
Luckel
said,
"Choice
is
the
biggest issue.·

LuckeJ:-alrw·iI)lmitiftie

gay
rights,
racism,
violence against women
and
education
about
discrimination add to the
list
of
concerns' the
organiza tion has.
Before Luckel began
the meeting she asked if
I knew of any other RWC
students that may attend
the meeting. I shook my
head,
almost
apologetically. I think she
had hoped for a larger
turn out, but I was the
only R WC student at the
meeting.
Luckel
began
the
meeting
by
greeting
newcomers to NOW, and
quickly put a videotape in
the VCR at the front of
the
room.
The
tape,
entitled
"Abortion' for
Survival", contained some
very
enlightenin!!
infonnation.
For instance, the tape
contained the previously
mentioned
information
regarding the Human Life
Amendment. Some states
have
already
passed
legislation
regarding
abortion. In Iowa, the
tape said, any woman

.

t h at c h I'ld care and pay face a .mandatory one to
equity were concerns for five year prison sentence,
NOW, and in a pamphlct
In addition, the tape
that I picked up at the covered the United States'
meetiQg, issues such as policy regarding family

. , As ..
I got up·n
eav'"~\."'A
'"
"lV.
'.....
,
-'
woman,Toby, in hii early ;lh:at f was 'Toby's"jdea
30's. turned to speak to a real "college student".
me.
She attended RWC STUDENT
last year, and was the one PAGE 15.
-......;;.,--.;-i----.--~ -
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lbe Bigger Picture: 'OnEducation'
By

Joli. raiater
Editorial Writer
Those of our geneilion would_ do well to
ay heed to the current
ebate on education, since
reforms adopted now will
(or will not) come to
fruition when our future
children ~nter the school
system.
President Bush and our
nation's
governors
recently met to discuss
reform, focusing partly on
national goals for our
nation's schools. Many of
the governors said afterwards that national goals
were fine, but they needed and expected more
federal support to help
achieve those goals.
We
all know that ....re.sed
federal spending will only
translate into new or
bigger bureaucracies. The
more. that things change,
the more they stay the
same.
Two improvements the
President and governors
would do better to focus
on are increased parental
choice
and
decreased
bu rea ucracy.

Many states arc already educators themselves, who
following Minnesota's lead for many decades have
in
implementation
of encouraged
the
notion
parental
choice
plans. that they are the experts,
Results ·'n Minnesota have and hence they should be
been excellent, and other left: alone to do their job.
parental choice plans are However, part of the bond
b.cing - discussed
or between parent and child
Implemented
in
New is a moral obligation on
Jersey,
Massachusetts, the part of the parent to
New
York, California, direct his or her child's
Co lora d 0,
Hawaii, growth
'to
maturity.
Michigan, and Washington. Furthermore, all evidence
'Economist
Miltoq points to the fact that a
Friedman pointed out the s u pe ri 0 r e d u ca t ion
obvious
advantages of requires direct parental
school
choice oyer a involvement-from
quarter-centurY"
ago-- reading to t)le preschool
among the .... bc;nefits a,e child,
to
emotional
increased competition and 'support for the adolescent
th~r,~fore"
,impr.pved in high', school. Many
ef~lclency.
More than parents today simply don't
thIS~
though," parental understand that they have
chOIce plans ~orce paren.ts an important role in their
to become mv.olved 10 child's
education.
One
their child's education .and recent study showed that
they promote the Idea most parents communicate
that
parents_
not no more than IS minutes
ed.ucators,
h~v~.
the a day with their children.
pnmary responSIbIlIty for Many children are in
a child's education.
daycare and school from
Unfortunately, many seven in the morning to
par~nt.s to.day believe that seven at night, This is a
their Job IS over when the travesty. Parental choice
~hil.d enters school. This plans can help make the
IS 10 large part due to parent and the family

,
. ,',. ':::, ~ s.hottiir.··,' we :-~'. lIst r' ". o-n
structure relevapt ap,tQ '••. ,~~
, ~ -. ':..t.[,
.,p:r
-".
' '-' .~ y ~....n~ti '""i
ra1'
.
Another,[ ecus..
-¥,.-'c'"ttn'..i:)'
schgol' reform must be-the. '·ch.'l!lte ..• Vlc .,tl1t<~t 6t~~;
many bureaucracies a'nd the
chok c-1lo
~. 'of
unneeded regulations on intrusive
governinent,
federal, state, and local entrenched
bureaucracy,.
I eve Is
w hi c h
are and power-h'ungry teacher
handcuffing our teachers unions on our children's
and
educators.·
One fragile
necks:·
Mary
teacher in Ne'; Jersey Futrell, President- of the
recently related to me National
·Education
that
state
regulations Association, and Albert
even go so' Car as 10 Shanker,' President of the
dictate to her how she is American Federation of
allowed to ~ classroom Teachers have both s~ated
materials. Teachers in her that union leadership and
school .are now spending strategies' a~e essen'tial in
many valuable hours each generating th.e necessary
week
memorizing' the refo~ms for out nl\tion's
"righ t"
ao'swers
to c-t::sc;sr06ms.
Ms. "Putrell
questions
from • state
and· Mr. S~,nk~r:J~oth
monitors who will soon be
have, a!>parently, :rot8!?t't~P
inspectina: the school. The
the purpose Q~' education.
teachers must .a1so, have
It is not to provide work
massive documentation of
for educators, bureaucrats,
literally each minute of
and union leaders, but to
the
sch.ool
day.
educate
our
young.
Incid'entally, this school is' Somewhere along the way
part of a model dlstrict-this important distinction
in many' other districts,
has· been lost. If can we
and' in ll!any other states,
return control of our
the
regulations
and
schools to parents, then
bureaucracies are even
we can again make the
inore encompassing.
aim of 0 'r school system
If we are to truly
the education of 'iJj'
reform our educational· young.
'I
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Noteworthy
Hello,-Is anybody'~ut there?
be filled out and issued
. by the morning.
Two weeks passed and
I
became
rather annoyed.
For two we:ks I was
A
phone
number was
payinS .lor . a;. . phone
number no one could call. issued to me by AT&T and
"Phone
installa tions the phone line had been
cost S55 an hour," replied turned on. I was now
for
a
phone
the AT&T operator, "And paying
that will be after the number no one could call.
I visited the dean's
strike is over."
I have to pay S55 'more office in order to get
than the S5,000 room and some help. One of the
board fee I already pay if secretaries contacted a
I want to have a phone. housing official.
"The school doesn't
What next? Charging S.25
per sheet of toilet tissue? provide phone jacks," the
official
said.
When I returne<;l to housing
.' R WC this year my new What about all the money
room did not have a I'm paying to go here?
phone
jacks
phone jack. I immediately Aren't
included?
I
asked.
informed my R.A. who
She answered again,
assu~ed
me
that
a
"The
school does D.QJ
maintenance form would
By Susan E. Cicchino
Starr .Writer

provide
phone
jacks.
They're a luxury. You'll
have
to
make
arrangements with AT&T."
I was una ware of this
fact, as were several
students and R.A.'s I later
spoke with about it.
When' I applied for
AT&T, the representative
never asked if 1 had a
phone jack in my room.
She too assumed they
were provided.
A few questions came
to my mind.
. Where did everyone
else's phone jack come
from? I was the only
person I knew with this
problem. Why didn't my
R.A. know that phone
jacks are not provided by
the school? Why ate some

students charged for room
damage if the phone jack
is destroyed? Why isn't
the phone jack replaced
using that money? Where
is that money going?
Instead of trying to
answer those questions I
made. a trip to Benny's
Appliance
Store
and
purchased a phone jack
for S7.99. With the help
of a fellow student, it
was successfully installed.
Problem solved.
My suggestion is if
R we is not going to
provide
students
with
phone jacks, they should
at least make that ·,policy
clear.
The
Student
Handbook reads, "Arrangements for a phone are
made between the tele-

phoRe company and the
. student. A representative
from the telephone company will be on campus
the first week of school
to receive applications for
telephones."
Nothing about phone
jacks is mentioned.
Perhaps
R we
should
rewrite this section for
incoming students who
just might wonder, as I
did, where theu phon~
jack is?

•

-She's no longer In the dark
Heather Zapanta
& Entertainment Editor
Moving
onto
campus is one of the best
things I've ever done. The
convenience plus social
setting makes my sitJlal~jp~
ideal. The first day I
moved into my dorm I was
overjoyed. Despite a few
minor repairs, my room
was fine. I brought in my
bags started unpacking
.but low and behold when
I reached for that light
switch-nothing happened.
Trying each light I found
of .the three fixtures I
,had,. anly -one ligh-tbulb in
.' in~;.ioom worked. Any of
~'you in dorms arc aware of
how little light one bulb
produces.
It's
hardly
enough 0 see by.
Still
sa w no major
prQblem. 1 asked my R.A.
the ~attage so I could
By

Arts

buy my own. With over hands and make a few
$12,000 for room,board phone calls. Still, whenand tuition I might have ever I would call the
thought
monogramed Physical Plant they told
towels and valet - parking me to call Student Life.
would be available, but if Whenever I called Student
y
it was B.Y.<hB. (bri g Life
your own bulb) then so be ofricial person in charge
it. (I put in a little pink of lightbulbs was not· in
but they could leave a
lamp I bought).
message.
Better
yet,
But my R \. said they
Student
Life
would
say,
were
specially
shaped
talk
to
your
R.A.,
he'll
bulbs and the college
would get them to me in get those bulbs for you.
one to two days. O.K. I Then my R.A:, the beginsaid 'pleasantly, what is ning and end of this
vicious circle, would tell
two days?
Still more time pass- me they were requised, still no bulbs. I asked itioned.
The modern equivalent
my R.A. again what was
conspiring with the bulb of the check is in the
situation. He said he'd mail.
After a time I tired of
requisitioned
them . on
Wednesday and ·that they my never ending quest for·
should be here in no time. light. A certain lassitude
I
decided
to
take settled over me. I started
matters into my own convincing myself I really

THIS SUDS FOR YOU., ROGER WILLIAMS
Let us do the dirty work. You drop it off, we'll wash it up.
Complete wash, dry, fol.d and dry cleaning services.
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Come on now. don't be so
demanding, I told myself.
Then I broke down and
made one ·Iast brash,
insane effort. I made a
mad, reckless phone call
again to Student Life.
Again the official lightbulb person wasn't in but
said
they'd
leave
a
message. The woman I was
talking' to said I'd have to
understand, there were a
lot of repairs to be done.

ft
the
struggle and strife had
paid off, my light had
finally come.
When I look back on
that dark past, I often
entertain thoughts of how
difficult it must have been
to actually put those
bulbs in. I wonder - was
it just one specialist in
the field of screwing in

~
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PJ'S NOW HAS:'

#1

#4

#5
1-

BULB

Gooding Plaza • Gooding Ave.. Bristol, RI 02809
(401)253-7378
. Owned and operated by Paul & Jane Ray

#3

One mile north ot Almeida on Metacom Avenue
•.
.at the new Betltower Plaza 253.2770
~.
.i... ~

Since when is .screwing in
a lightbulb' a major or
minor repair? I asked.
News to me.
The next day after
classes, I went into my

#2

,·laundry.,,

.

didn't need bulbs after all.
I'd ask myself things like:
So, is it really that dark
in here? Is it reallly that
much of an inconveniece
to have to go out to the

Tanning $4.00 per visit
6 visits for $22.00
10 visits for $35.00
Exercising with passive exercise
equipment.
Body wraps: Lose 4 -to 15.
one hour.
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Beauty. cremes and natural 'capsules
to help you look and feel 'wonderful.
Jumbo cookies that are 21-50 calories
per cookie - To help you lose weight!
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You Said It
Should Craig Price, accused of the Warwick murders
among others, be tried as an adult or a child? Reporter.
Johnsen
Why or why not?
Photographer • Dolores DelPadre
J~nnifer

Beth Galvin, Senior
Braintree, Mass.

. Kristen Sutcliffe, Freshman
Wrentham, Mass.

Leslie Rosenberg! Junior
Poughkeepsie, NY

---------

"He should be tried asian adult. He
committed the acts thinking as an
adult and he should be tried as one.
He will have no chance for refonnation,
either, because he'll be in prison and
learn from others."

"He killed four people and I think he knew .
what he was doing. He shouldn't be allowed
to get off (being tried) as a kid."

Traci Go}dsteiA, ~~bo
Montclair, NJ

Kevin Uniacke, Senior
Walpole, Mass.
"He should be tried as an adult.
People shouldn't get away with
multiple homicide no matter
how old they are."

"He committed four murders as an adult,
so of course he should be tried as one."

Create a dJlUImic first impression
with a professional resume by

YOU SAID IT
is the WE ask a
question and YOU
tell us your answer
in every issue of
The Messenger.
Our roving reporter
and photographer
may just come up
to you and ask the
question of the week.
And who knows, you
and your picture
might just end up
in YOU SAID IT.

across from V alueland
600 Metacom Ave.
Warren, RI

FIRST IMPRESSION
RESUMES

245-5320
Open:

M-F9-6
SaL8-5
No liftslDrive Thru

10% Student Discount

Oil Lube Filter Special - 11.99
346 Wood Street, BrIstol
25H97O .

Full Service- 14.99
(up to 5 qts)

FuD Service Includes:
Complete service, from development to printing.
Cover letters. Follow-up letters. Typing.
Hours: Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri. - 9 a.m.-S p.m.
Thurs. - 12-8 p.m.; Sat. By appointment

-

-

OChange oil
OReplace oil filter
.
, Olubricate chassis
:JCheck/fili
transmission' f1l1id
• OCheck/fill brake fluid
OCheck/fili battery fluid
OCheck tire pressure
OCheck air filter

OVacuum Interior
OWash windows
OCheck/fill
windshield washer
PCheck/fill differential
OCheck/fili
power steering
OCheck wiper blade5

Entertainment
New Kids on the Block:
By Tim McCarney
Starr Writer
Apparently,
in
the
music world, all it takes
to sell your product is a
little song and ~ance, and
these days, it doesn't
even have to be your own
song.
This is certainly
the case with a 'music
group' like The New Kids
on the Block', who, for
some odd reason, are
currently one of the
hottest acts in popular
music.
The New Kids are the
brain-child
of
Bostonbased
record
producer
Maurice
Starr,
who
formerly managed the New
Edition.
When
his
relationship ;.vith the New
Edition
ended,
Starr
sought to create a group
that would appeal to a
young audience, especially
young
females,
who
account for almost half of
today's record sales.

What he basically came music scene.
up with is a suburban
No matter how much
answer to the Jackson popular music matures,
Five -- five white teen· there
will
apparently
aged boys who, though always be a need for teen
their collective talent may idols.
Admittedly, they
be
questionable,
arc "tend to burn out quickly,
undenia bly pure pin-uJ: but for the brief moments
material, which was more that they do shine, they
important to Starr.
He can generate a great deal
was ready to supply hi~ of cash. Between album
songs and instrumentatiom and ticket sales, the New
have
generated
to the group's records, hf Kids
merely needed frontmen almost $100 million this
who would attract an year alone. Not bad for
audience.
Under Starr'~ five teenagers who neither
guidance all the New Kid~ write their own songs nor
would ha ve to do wa~ play any instruments on
carry a tune, learn a few their albums.
Sadly, Starr has proven
dance steps, and smile for
that anyone can be a rock
the teen magazines.
The
plan
certainly and roll star, but this
worked. The Kids have practice is hardly new.
Jenera ted
teen
fan In 1967, Don Kirshner saw
Idulation similar to that that popular music was
:>f the Beatles, and their 'maturing', and leaving
Ilbum 'Hanging Tough' has behi'nd a valuable market
gone double-platinum, but -- the, teenyboppers.
In
the whole operation says collaboration
with
:1 lot about the current
television producers' Bert

Does a song and a dance
equal success?

For what it's worth,
Schneider
and
Bob
when
the New Kids began
Rafelson, he created the
Monkees, a 'rock group' their summer tour, they
who appeared on a weekly were the opening act for
te:evision series and sold last year's teen queen
over
twenty
million Tiffany. By mid-summer,
records in 1968.
The as the New Kids' album
Monkees
were
created roared up the charts,
with one sole purpose- Tiffany began opening for
them, which just goes to
to make money.
Surprisingly, they became show that whereas teen
an overnight sensation, stars may burn brightly,
but
they
were
also in the eyes of the public
branded as the scourge of they usually burn half as
the music world for the long.
And whether we like it
fact that they didn't play
their own instruments. It or not, next year there
is quite interesting to see will no doubt be new kids
replace
the
'New
how today, it is very to
Kids'.
common to see singers·
who
are
strictly
performers, and have no
say
in
the
creative
process
behind
their
music.
It is also quite
common to see a group or
singer lip-sync their music
in concert.
How would
this idea have gone over
in the sixties?

"Arms and the Man"

Clark Smith "Bluntschli," and Debbie Coconis
"Raina," in 'Arms of the Man,' startinK ·this

By Kary Andrews
Features Editor

"

Marilyn
Gloria
In
Steinem
changes
pace
from her typical political
analyses, opinions, and
suggestions on issues like
the women's movement to
explore the movement of
one woman in particular,
Marilyn Monroe.
The title of the book,
Marilyn.. is bolded over
the famed' actress's real
name written in script,
Norma Jean. This seems
no accident on the part
of the author because one
major theme in the book
considers the idea tha t
the persona of the woman
on stage and in the media
could Dot extinguish the'
reality of Norina Jean~ the
woman and the past that,
as
Steinem
suggests,
haunted her. Steinem deals
with
such
issues
of
Monroe's past .......
as:

.................

~

~._

* alleged sexual abuse at
eight years old
* the prescribed drugs she
consta n tl y
took
for
sleeplessness and anxiety
(overmedication)
* the lack of a father
figure in her life
*
the
identity
of
womanhood
considered
synonymous
with
the
ability to bear children
*her feeling of loneliness
.. Steinem intimates may
feed the strength of her
ongoing legend
because
other wom'en hear and
realize that indeed their
problems are not unique,
but. are shared by many
women.
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George Bernard Shaw's
"Arms and the Man" will
mark the opening of the
fall 1989 Performing Arts.
Center Season. The play
will run this Friday,
Saturday and Sunday and
next Friday, Saturday and
Sunday.
The performances begin
at
8 pm,
with
the
exception of the Sundav

begins at 2:30 pm. Tickets
are $4 for students and
general admission.
The all student cast
includes: Deborah Coconis
as "Raina;"" Christine Ille
as "Catherine;" Valerie
Gamon as "Louka" and
C I a I' k
S mit h a s
"Bluntschli."
.
Jr,

Marilyn, like other
biographies written about
her, traces the events of
her childhood. marria~es.
career, sex life, scandals,
and rumors that have
fascinated
people
for
decades and allowed the
mystery and aura that
surround her to continue
to thrive.
Steinem's final question
in
the
biography. of
Marilyn
¥onroe
asks,
"Now that more women
are declaring our full
humanity-now that we are
more likely to be valued
for our heads and hearts,
not just the bodies that
house
them,
we also

wonder:' Could we have
helped Marilyn survive?"
Perhaps this was the
main
question
on
Steinem's mind that gave
her
the
impulse
to
undertake the writing of
such a book.
In Marilyn, Monroe is
portrayed as being a weak
woman who was unable to
deal with her past and
with the lack of control
she had over her life,
which eventually le~ to an
overuse of sleeping pills,
alcohol, and other drugs
and tragically, her last
breath.
Steinem
seems
to
discover Marilyn Monroe

leer;"
Brian Olsen
"Nicola";
Jesse Howard as "Petkoff"
and Mark Axelson as
"Sergi us."
Instructor
Jeffrey
Martin will direct. Stage
managers are David Dooks
and Jennifer Reynolds of
AsSistant stage manager is
Laurie Torosian

not simply in a "this
happened then" manner,
but
with
a
sensitive
::uriosity
about
what
moved her to live, act,
feel, and love as she did.
In this book Steinem's
)tr:-ength
lies
in
her
:mp~thy and curiosity to
look beyond the beauty
Ind into' the wonder of
the Marilyn that was
Norma Jean, unbleached,
iober, and as Steinem
iuggcsts,
experiencing
•
deep em~tional pain.

Entertainment
Carlin on Campus •••

Photos by
Candy Salazar

By Melissa Juliano

Starr Writer

"Welcome
to
Neil
Diamond
College!"
"Booooooooo,"
the
audience replied as George
Carlin took center stage
at RWC on Sept. 29.
Opening for Carlin was
comedian Dennis Blair.
Blair, a musical comedian,
who parodied every rock
star from Bob Dylan to
Bruce Springsteen to Mick
Jagger, was successfully
humourous despite the
a c.o u s tic s
h 0 r rib I e
throughout both his and
Carlin's routines. Some of
the audience in the middle
and
back
of
the
auditorium would have had
to have been able to read
lips to hear what he was
saying.
Carlin
opened
by
insulting
the
school.
"Welcome to Neil Diamond
College!"
T ha t
don e
he
proceeded with a list of
what he would not talk
about
which
included
every yuppified cliche and
hackneyed phrase of the
'80s. "We're not. goin.g t~
spend any qualIty time,
he tOld. us. You can say
that again. Ge.orge.
Then, <;arlIn gave some
helpful hlOts on how to
deal with life's most

Carlin on Campus - At RWC on. Sept. 29 you either loved him or hated him.
embarassing
incidents,
most of which were vulgar
and of poor taste.
Carlin
could
not
complete
one
whole
sentence without swearing.
Surprise, surprise. This
was Dot a fawt of the
routine however
since
most people who ~ame to
see it had some idea that
Carlin is not exactly the
type of comedian you take
the kids to see.
Carlin made several

jokes
about
the
handicapped which many
people did not find the
least bit funny. And to
the people who were
laughing, you had to
wonder how in the world
ey eould fi d
about a person with one
hand funny. He also
blasted
other
groups
including blacks. Again,
of
these
jokes
most
missed since they were
offensive.
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Not even the' animal
world escaped Carlin's
wrath. "Cats are furcovered vacuum cleaner
bags." He did seem to like
dogs mainly because they
are gullible.

people."Think
of
how
stupid the average person
is then realize half of
them are stupider than
that!"
That was a prelude to
his political jokes. These
,
. nt

what It e
revice presidtnt Dan Quayle
them,
were
alright.
However, they lacked the and their spouses, Barbara
quick wit and spark which and Marilyn.
"I find tha t I ha ve
comics like Jay Leno are
difficulty
with
noted for.
college
Health was another entertaining
topic. He undauntedly audiences because it is
sipped our Rhode Island - difficult for them to have
water on stage saying he an opinion.: he said.
He might also have
had no fear because a
found
it difficult to
little
bit
of. cancer
en~enajn
.a ,coll.egc. c....owd
wouldn't hurt. anyone as
simply
because
he
long as they ate plenty of
'offended
jus
out
broccon and cauliflower.
Carlin then expounded everyone in it.
on
generally
stupid

Ave.
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Sports

A Mus. Maritime nlby. player has the baD but

not for lonl. awe took control to win the iame
by a score of 15-12.

Ramsey Poston wrestles the baD away from
the opponent. RWe beat M~. ~aritime in
Iront 01 _ fans at Fort Adams Park, Newport.

RWC Hawks beat Mass. Maritime
_.

'

Pbotos by Megban Duffy

By Mike Turner
Special to The Messenger
Late in the second half
with two starters sidelined
with injuries the R WC
ruggers were down 12-6
and needed help. And they
got it from an unlikely
source: the fans. With
some 200 screaming fans
at Fort Adams State Park
in Newport, they helped
propel the Hawks to a 1512
come-from-behind
victory.
Mass Maritime opened
up the scoring in the first
half and led 6-0. But soon
after the Hawks came
back. Sarj Patel faked and'
slashed his way up he left
side line and ~as stopped
one meter out of the try
zone when they passed
the ball to Phil Zerofski
who then dove in for the
try. John Connor's kick
was
good
for
the
conversion and the game
was tied at 6 all.
Mass Maritime went
ahead by two scores, one
a drop kick, the other a
penalty kick. both good

for three points a piece. fight broke out and then
Slowly but surely the the crowd really got into
hawks
were
able
to the game. The Hawks
physically ware down the were a warded a penalty
opponent. The pack was kick from about 25 meters
doing a great job of out. Ferace came on and
crashing down on Mass. nailed it for the go ahead
Maritime every time they and winning points. The
had the ball. It was this ruggers won 15-12 and are
kind of play which led the 2-0 in their division.
Hawks to its second try.
The ball came c;>ut of th,e.
scrum 0
:;ide but Rick Kelleher,
Keith Engstrom, Dave La
B Team vs. Mass Maritime
Flamme and Jamie Shyer
destroyed Mass Maritime's
In the B game the
scrum half and the ball
Ha
wks
won
more
w.as
loose.
Engstrom
convincingly
with
the
picked up the loose bal!
final
score
30-0.
Points
a~d ~alloped down th
were
scored
by
Ed
Side hne but was tackled
Whalen,
Ben
Arons,
Jeff
short of the .try zone and
the ball agam was ~oose. Rosenstein, Paul; Flynn,
. Rich Guilliano and two by
The loose ball got kicked
Rich Peters. Peters was
mto the try zone ans
also
named the B team's
Shyer dove on .the ball
player
of the week.
for the try. Chris .Ferace
(who had come ~n. for
Con~or who was mJured
<i.urIng
the
game)
converted the try. The
game was deadlocked at
12 al~.
~Ith a clos.e gam.e and
tensions runnmg high a

Oh, there it is. The awe "rullers," take the baD
and run with it on the way to beatinl Mass.
Maritime on Sept. 30. They're 2-0 in their division.

RWC defeats Bridgewater State
Bridgwater fina:Iy crashe~
into the try zone for four
points and after
the
~ On Sept. 23 the R we conversion was good led
rugby team travelled to 6-0. But the Hawks didn't
Bridgewater. State College let up and minutes later
and defeated the home Chris Ferace broke away
team
7-6
during
its on the right side line and
Homecoming.
'65 meters later drove into
The
Hawks
took the try zone for a score!
control early in the game John Connor's attempt to
but had difficulty getting convert
the
try
was
into the try zone. R WC slilhtly right of the post.
won nearly every serum The Hawks were now
. . . . d1lC to a massive tnitinl 6-4.
surae by tile pack and
At halftime the Hawks
exceJJent
hooJcinl
by rcgrouped and now bad
AUI,~e Roma. Ho~~~~~~.__ thc .~i~j.~d.~~~!~~~:.!.hc y
By Mike Turn.er
Special to T~e Messenler

..

moved the ball well but
again
found
trouble"
getting into the try zone.
This
even -looked
to
remedied when Tim Good
touched the ball down but
was
c1Jlled
back
on
account of a forward pass.
Then
with
about
15
minutes
left,
Connor
booted a 35 meter penalty
kick from a difficult angle
for three points. The
Hawks then took the lead
by a score of 7-6 and
held on to the end for
tllc victory. Connor :and
f.erac~. " . +. '~H~ •..".~~.I!l~d,

"Players of the Week" for
their efforts.
The Hawks (I-G) are in
the running to win its
division which includes
Providence College, US
Coast Guard Academy,
Bryant
College,
Bridgewatc.r College and"
Mass Maritime Academy.
The B team also showed
promise by ending up in a
tie with Bridgewater's B
team.
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Sports
rofile: Gene "Gino" Kennedy
Dy Michele Daccarena and
Steven Dwyer
Gene "Gino Capelli"
Kennedy started playing
youth soccer where he'
grew up in Duxbury, Mass.
and stuck with it. He
continued to play: at
Duxbury High School and
at
Bridgeton Academy
Prep School in Maine
where he spent a year
before coming _to Roger
Williams.
"I loved it (soccer)
when I started and even
if we lose, I still love it,"
said Kennedy, one of this
year's tri-captains and a
member of the Men's
Soccer Team since 1986.
Kennedy,
a
senior
majoring in psychology
and
minoring
in
construction minor, also
plays soccer with the

Cornell
team of
the
Sportsmen Soccer Leagu-e
out' of Boston. He said he
plans to 'play again with
that league whose season
starts up in -the spring
and runs into the summer.
Kennedy who plays
center, w.hich he feels is
his best position, has also
played as a striker and
outside midfielder.
Soccer is Kennedy's
favorite sport even though
he has played others
including
hockey
and
track in high school. He
said he likes the running
and aggressive nature of
soccer.
He said he feels he
plays better when the
team plays a better team
like Salem State but that
it's frustrating to lose;
. "Right now we're (the
team) is unorganized and

morale is low," Kennedy
said. R WC, a division III
team has a 2-10 record so
far in the season which
ends 'in November.
Right
now
soccer
practice and games keep
Kennedy busy but after
the season, he said, he
has a lot of time on his
hands.
To fill up some of that
time,
Kennedy
is
a
volunteer with the Bristol
Fire Department. He said
he also enjoys working on
and driving old cars.
After graduation he
plans to work for his
fa ther's
construction
company out of Boston.
.Even' though Kennedy
said he would love to play
professional soccer, he
said he hasn't given it
much thought. "I've never
conside~ed
professional
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Gene "Gino Capelli" Kennedy plays center on the Men's
Soccer team. Kennedy, a senior, likes old cars and loves
soccer.
soccer since .I didn't feel
it was an opportunity
open to me."
Kennedy said he and
some of the other players
who are graduating, are
working with their coach,
Marcus
lannitto,
to
schedule opponents who
are more of the same

caliber as RWC for next
season.
This
will
mean
dropping some teams thlU
are soundly beating us,
Kennedy said, and picking
up some schools' such as
Nichols college which are
more on our level.

ampu SSDoreboard
M'en's Soccer
The Men's Soccer team Bridgewater State 4-0 at
had their first victory Bridgewater
Sept.
23,
Tuesday Sept. '19 against Salem . State 5-0~ home
Framingham State. They Sept. 25 and to Eastern
beat
Framingham
4-1. Connecticut
State
at
Sophomore Jim Wrightson Eastern Connecticut Sept.
had two goals to lead the 27.
Hawks while Matt Carrol
and Peter Klay each,
scored 1 goal a piece.
Senior. Bjorn Dragsbeck
scored _ 1 goal as well.
Sophomore
goalie
Jim
Tavarozzi . had 6 saves.
The Hawks lost to Bryant
5':1 at Bryant Sept. 21,

00&100

®~@(fU®
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The Women's Tennis
team opened their season
defeating Mitchell Junior
College 6-3 at Mitchell
Junio~ College Sept. 21.
At 'Salve Regina during
the RIAIA W tournament
on Saturday, Sept. 23,
R WC placed third with a
total of 14 points. The
other teams tha t competed
were Salve Regina, URI,
and RIC. The Lady Hawks

won two slide doubles
matches
and
didn't
participate _in any singles
matches. They lost to
SMU 6-3 at SMU Sept.
25, Bridgewater State 6-2
at Bridgewater Sept. 27
and
they
defea ted
Wentworth Institute 9-0
Sept. 28 at R WC.

Women's Volleyball

O[fi)©Q

490 Metacom Ave.
Brlstol,RI
(401 )253-3883
Institutional- Wholesale- Retail
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Welcomes RWC-

TOP
VOLLEYBALL

Student discount wIlD card.
Specializing in Custom Embrodery & Screen
Print Jackets - Sweatclothing - Athletic
Apparel - Team Jerseys - Hats - Full Line
of Adidas Shoes - Baden Baskeballs
Soccerballs
Footballs
Royal Sweat Shirt w/RWC print in gold

$9.95
Open 9:00am-7:00pm Man-Fri.
L . -_ _
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specialty sandwiches
gourmet burgers
fresh seafood
.
Ice cream
123 BRADFORD STREET, BRISTOL

"October Special"

fttonday-Saturday
II am-II pm

Sat. 10-Spm
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The Women's Volleyball
team lost to SMU (IS-II,
15-8) and to Bridgewater
State (I 5-7, 15-9, 15-8) at
Bridgewater Sept. 21. They
also lost to the U.S.
Coast Guard Academy (1512, 16-14, 11-15, and 158) at the Coast Guard
Academy and to Bryant
. College (15-3, 15-7, 15-9)
at Bryant Sept. 27.

STATS
FROM PAST 2 MATCHES:
Tracey Roll: 4 ace serves
against Coast Guard, 4
kills and 8 defensive
saves. Attack Error Percentage 9%
Maureen Gradley: 4 kills·
against Coast Guar,. 11
saves on defense. A"tack
Error Percentage: 6.6%

/
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Some Things
Never Change
Compiled by Michele Raccarella
Managing Editor

In the Quill 20 years ago:

Music, music, music
Music is here to stay
and in today's society
there is a multitude of
inventions by which to
listen to music.
One such invention is the
tape recorder. In the
world today it has become
a tape deck. The deck is
available in three types.
Leading
the
list
in
popularity as determined
by the variety of tapes
available, is the eight
track deck. The next is
the four
track
deck
followed in a close race
with the cassette deck.The
Top Ten Popular tapes of
Oct. 14, 1969 are:
1. T.his is Tom Jones
2. Crosby, Stills, and Nash
3. Hair:' Original Cast
4. Nashville Skyline - Bob
Dylan
5. Blood, Sweat and Tears

Ga

n

- mpbel
7. Age of Aquarius - Fifth
Dimension
8. Let the Sunshine InDiana
Ross
and
the
,Supremes
9. Cloud Nine
The
Temptations
10.Hawaii
'Five-O
Ventures

, Give

-pe~ce

a chance

Here at Roger Williams
we will devote the day to
discussing and protesting
the war in Vietnam. In
the spirit of making
school
rei evan t
and
meaningful
for
each
student there will be a
Teach-In,
small
group
discussions,
petitions,
canvassing and conditions
permitting a parade.
. The
Teach-In
will
begin at noon on the
library steps. Mr. Ronald
Davis from the History
Department will outline
our
involvement
in
Vietnam and present some
cultural and historical

Discussion groups of 16 and Dec. 6.
Randall
Robinson,
Her office is located in advocate for human rights
the R WC Women's Center
will be held on Tuesday Dorm I, and she can be in South Africa and the
afternoons at 4 pm this reached at 253-1400.
head of a half-million
year. Due to the space
dollar black American
crunch.
on
campus,
lobby for Africa and the
meeting will be held in
Carribean, will speak in
"That Place" at least for
Applications .for 1989- the
Student· Center
the month of October.
90 de~ree candldat.es a~f'; tonight at 8:30 pm. The
There was such a due. 10 th~ Registrar s program, free and open to
tremendous response to' Office by Fnday, Oct. 13. the
public,
is
being
last semester's .discussion
sponsored
by
the
groups that many people
The Roger Williams Contemp,()rary
Forums
been C0 II ege St u d en t Senate Committee.
on. . campus bhave
'
Ik'
",.
egm
ta
109, f
"
all
anxIous
to
.
d'
I
.
orma II y
IDVItes
shanng, an Imp ementmg mem bers 0 f th e co 11 ege
programs
to
a dd ress commuDl'td~ t 0 th e St u d en t . . .
,
women s needs on campus. S
Id
.
n uc t Ion
Interested
persons enate
The Enrollment Plan· Ceremony tomorrow at
L Isa
s h ou Id
con t ac t
30
. h D'-'
H II ning "Cpmmittee
will
.
2088 8: pm
ISlec k'I a t ex t enslon
. 10 t e mmg a
L ··
administei
the
Student
dress
· d ou t h ow t 0 ge t (semi-formal
to f 10
.
Opinion ~urvey to period
involved or for more requIred).
21' classe~ on Nov. 7, 9,
informa tion.
Student
Leadership and 14 an"d use the results
A
Workshop for the officers as a comparison to measof all clubs funded by the ure recelit changes and
Rina Sky Wolfgang, Student Senate will be ongoing
student
Jewish Chaplain at R WC, held on Saturday. At least sa tisfaction.
has office hours during two officers from each
the
first
and
third club must attend or the
Thursday of every month. club will lose 10 percent
She will be at· the campus
,:
.. ~~. ~~~ ~~d~_e.t~""""_""' __ '~'_"_~'_H"'';'''' ~ . _ . , , ' - ' . "
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insight
into
the
Vietnamese people. Mr
Bruce Johnson, a veteran
recently 'returned from
Vietnam, will speak on his
personal participation and
observations ~hile serving
there. Other speakers will
comment on other phases
of the· war. -' After the
speakers will be around
for questions and the rap
sessions will resume. The
speakers will provide new
information and ideas to
be rapped about.

IAE Billboard
On
behalf of the
brotherhood of Phi ALPHA
Epsilon
Fraternity,
I
would like to welcome all
freshmen
and
new
students to our college
community both here in
Bristol and in PrOVidence.
In this column it is my
contention to acquaint the
students
with
the
fraternal life and to let
the. student
kno
~• •lSr!!' is
c
alive and working for the
betterment of the school.
It is now that I tell
you about the "biggee" of
the social calendar, sweet
friends
and
earles!
Romans. It's at the Venus
de
Milo,
Rou te
6,
Swansea, Oct 31. If you
bring your witch "ugh"
girl you better bring $2.50
or maybe have her pay
half). If you can't find ,'a
"caldron cleaning cutie"
then it's $1.50 (twice the
bargain at half the price).
. You'll be listening to the
howling sounds of the
Wolf
Pack as you're
howling yourself at the
open bar. I'll be there,
the one howling loudest.
Some
prices
at
the
Newport
Creamery
20
years ago.
$1.25 for char-broiled 6
oz.
Dehnonico
steak
(mushrooms ~.2S extra)
$1.55 for deep fried clams
with tartar sauce
for
deep fried
$1.45
chicken
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AIDS: What You Can Do To Reduce Your Risk
By Sally Lynowski
Health Educator
AIDS
stands
for
Acquired
Immune
Deficiency Syndrome, the
final
stage
of
a
progressive illness caused
by
the
human
immunodeficiency virus.
People with AIDS suffer
from a range of unusual,
life-threatening infections
and/or rare types of
cancer. Since its first
recognition as a .health
problem in the United
States
in
1983,
the
general public has largely
viewed
AIDS
as
a
"Homosexual
disease."
Most Americans have felt
little or no risk of getting
the disea&e unless they
fell
into certain risk
0
ups
g
r
homosexual/bisexual men,

IV
drug
users, type. Unfortunately, these REDUCING YOUR RISK
hemophiliacs
or. blood misinformed folks believe The risk of AIDS can be
transfusion
recipients. that it's ~ho you are, not reduced by:
However in 1989, evidence what . you
do,
that I) reducing the number of
shows that AIDS can be dete~mines whether you sexual partn(:rs, whether
transmitted
sexually get AIDS. The reality is you're gay or straight.
between men and women, that college students are 2) knowing your partner
from . mother to infant at high risk because of . well before h'aving sex.
before or after birth, and their
lifestyles
and 3) a voiding the -exchange
to sexual partners of approaches
to
risk of body fluids during sex.
Usa a condom every time,
infected IV drug users. In .reducing sexual behavior.
even
Rhode Island alone, there
if another method of
AIDS is not an easy
are currently nearly 300 disease to get, and cannot birth control is used.
reportable cases of AIDS!
be transmitted through 4) avoid any injury to the
In fact, a recent study casual contact, such as body tissues during sex.
conducted at colleges and shaking
hands,
sitting 5) not using. intravenous
universities
nationwide near an affected person in drugs or sharing needlesfound that I in 500 class, or using a telephone inel udes steroids.
students carries the AIDS booth. AIDS is transmitted 6) not mixing alcohol or
virus
without
ever by
intimate
(sexual) other drugs with several
they . may
knowing
they've
been contact and exposure to encounters;
blood. cloud your judgement and
exposed to it. College contaminated
studen ts ha ve wan ted to . Chances are, you won't lead you to do things you
deny this fact. ar~uin2 develop AIDS if you take wouldn't do with it clear
that AIDS only affects the the - following
positive head.
October
is
AIDS
homosexuals or. drug users steps to reduce your risk!
Awareness Month. The
not the "typical" college

RWC Health Education
Office will be providing
free AIDS information, a
self-test to see what you
know about prevention
and a nationally acclaimed
video "SEX, DRUGS, &
AIDS" this week. Watch
for information booth in
the Student Center. For
more information, contact
the
Health
Education
Office in RH I across
from the Dean's Office or
by calling extension 2413.

Photo by

FightingBack
Debra Westgate
tarr Writer

By

"Be
aggressive.
They're going to kill you
out there on the streets",
said John Ferreira, a
patrolman ~ith the Bristol
Police Departruent who is
teaching a self-defense
course which started Sept.
25 and runs for four
weeks.
The class begins with a
series of stretches, and
the first half hour is
primarily jogging in place,
jumping jacks and floor
exercises that use the
stomach muscles.
The second half of
class
is' devoted
to
learning
kicking
and
grabbing techniques to be
used to protect oneself in
case of an attack.
Ferreir!"
who
has

studied martial arts since
9,
reminds
his
age
uden 15' that
tbe
techniques they learn are
to be used only when
their lives are in danger.
"The course is designed
to
prepare
people
physically and mentally
against several different
kinds of attack", Ferreira
said. "I chose to show the
class
how
to
defend
themselves if they were
attacked by a muggerfront and rear and twohanded choke holds."
Ferreria said he would
show the class what to do
if they were confronted
with a gun or knife
attack towards the end
but for the most part is
concentrating on teaching
defense to everyday kind
of
attack
situations
students
might
find

Candy Salazar

themselves in.
students
Some
. signe J1P- -.t*'=-4~
said they did so in order
to learn how to handle
-themselves in an event of
an attack.
"I
want
to
responsibility for the fact
that I may find myself in
a situation and I want to
be prepared", one female
student said.
- Ferreira, who holds a b,;;~.·.l.~·
blackbelt
has
taught
martial arts for the past The selr-derense class practices some kicks that may
eight years, to groups someday help them ward orr an attack. The class is
which have included the being taught by John Ferreira, a patrolman with the BPD.
Bristol police, the Rhode being that the class is co- people who pass by seem
interested
too;"
said
Island National Guard and ed.
to the Newport chapter of
The class, mcets
('.1
Ferreira who hopes to
the Guardian Angels.
Mondays and Wednesd3,; establish
a
regular
He has also taught in the Paolino Recreation program where students
rape defense for women Center until Oct. 16.
can achieve ranks and
only, similar to the class _ "The class is going become certified.
he is now teaching at well a:ld everyone is
RWC, the only difference. having a good time. And

.

Bristol merchant offers alternative to library. study
session), each lasting for
one hour 45 minutes will
cost students 530 which
A Bristol merchant is would be paid in advance.
offering students a'
This leaves 15 minute
to study as an -alternative intervals for students to
to the library, which some come and go. Coffee and
students say, is more of a hot chocolate will be
pJace to socialize than to provided.
study and get work done.
Students had mixed
Tom Sardinha, owner opinions
as
to
the
of T.C.'s Tropical Snow in feasibility of the idea
Bristol, plans to rent his'" whose success or failure
Wood Street" store to R WC will depend on student
students during the school participation.
year as an extra area to
Sophomore
Ogden
study.
Fifteen sessions Sawyer lives on campus
'(~Q.~.tp.... ..so~ ,"'Me.IU~' ..:PaJa. .~q .~~~,§,.·~P ..qt...~M-~~...
By Lauri Hudson
Starr Writer

"'p'iace

m

own transportation. He for the idea because it's
said that the session is a off campus.
Fish said,
goo d i d e a
but "We are paying all this
transportation
IS
a money for school, why
problem.
should we then pay to
"Most freshmen don't study someplace else?"
know people with cars," Fish added that the time
said Kathy Crocker, a period for studying was
freshman herself.
She also too short. A student
remarked that the sessions starts getting things done
might be a good idea for and then the time is up,
students who live off- she said.
campus and don't want to
Glen
Tynan,
a
come to the library at sophomore, agreed with
night.
Fish, "I don't think people
Amy Fish, a sophomore on campus will go for it:
who lives on campus, He said it was not enough
,..~ ~~ 'fAA~~·.&~._ •.Stt!\e o,.f 9f·.· .~j.Jl •.•tQN $!V!J.~~
'.-.."'
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Lisa Paquette, a freshman
said it was not ,enough
time to be away for the
trouble she would have
trying to find parking on
Old Ferry. "It is too much
money for a student to be
paying," she added.
For more information,
Sardinha can be contacted
at 253-3267.
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STUDENT FROM

WOMEN FROM
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What does ·it mean to
be a "college student"?
Does it mean wanting to
learn, or talking about
wanting to learn? ' O'r,
does it mean,' going out
and learning? I guess it's
your decision.

science te~cher. and moved
to what she described as
a
"bad"
area
in
Providence. Morancy said
she decided ·to run for
State Rep. in order to
improve the conditions
around her.
women
are
"More
needed
in
.the
government,"
Morancy
said, ,"laws and politics
must come from those
who experience it. Politics
is service!"
Lederberg, a formzr
teacher who is now a
Sena tor for R.I., believes
that politics are a part of
the educational process
"Politics
shouldn't
be
separated from anything:
Lederberg said.
When campaigning for
office, Lederberg realized
that the people in politics
make decisions that affect

BULB FROM
PAGE 6
lightbulbs or was it a
group of about four or
five
highly
skill'ed
technicians who worked
from dawn til dusk ,like
little magic elves, to
complete the project.
Whatever or whoever
was reponsible, I thank
them. Now I only worry
about what will happen
when the bulbs need to
be changed.
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by .Mar¥ Weitzman
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"1 knew rd gain weight in college.
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$1.00
Off I
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$1.00 oft <Iny.pizzn.
One coupon per ptzz:t.
Fast. Fr~.. Oeliverv •
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,
I
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14 Gc>odinq Ave.
P!1n"p' 254.Q404

I

I

Not vll1id with any other coupon.
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HOT & FRESH

MENU

Your pizza from Domino's
Pizza is always hot and
fresh from the oven
because it's delivered like magic - in less than
30 minutes. We guarantee
itl'So call Domino's
Pizza"" today.

All Pizzas Include Our
SpecIal Blend of Sauce
and 1000/0 Real Cheese

,
I
r----------------------~

Our Superb
~
Cheese Pizza
12" cheese
(P)
16" cheese

•I

SAVINGS.

ExtravaganZza'"
Limited portions 01 nine
items for the price of five:
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Ham, Green Peppers,
Onions, Ground Beel,
Olives, Extra Cheese
and Sausage
12" ExtravaganZZa
16" ExtravaganZZa

Redeem the discount
CO\Jpons on this ad, and
save on your next pur·
chase from Domino's
Pizza. Call now before
the offer disappears!

Call us!
254-0404
Store address
14 Gooding Ave.
Bristol, RI
Hours:
4:30pm·1am Sun.;rhurs.
4:30pm·2am Fri. & Sat.

c.,;y

less "'an 120.00.
Umt1ed cIetIvlIry .....
©t987 Domino'. Pizza. Inc.

Our 'drillers

II
.

.

DOMINO'S

PIZZA'

DELIVERS·
:. \!>FREE.

Additional Items
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Ham. Onions, AnchoviEts,
Green Peppers, Olives, .
Sausage. Ground Beef,
Hot Peppers, Double
Cheese, Extra Thick Crust
12" pizza
per item
16" pizza
per item
Prices do not include
applicable sales tax.

,

I

CO
ntf !

$~

52.00 oft any 16"
II
2·nem ()r fTlOrp. plz::a
I
Onl! coupon per Pizza
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Fast. Free Delivery'
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4 Scooing Ave.
;:>h':)np.: 254oC404
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oft any 16"
2·item or more pizZ#l
One coupon P.e" pizZfl

Fast, Free Delivery'

14 Gooding

AVI!.

PhclOe: 254-0404
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Not valid With any other coupon.
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The Junior Class is
wor.king to provide a
better campus atmosphere
by sponsoring as many
activities
as
possible,
according to Bill Mecca,
president .of the Junior
Class.
Assisting
him
are
Melissa Anderson, vice
president; Melissa Unger,
secretary
and
Tony
Masone, treasurer.
The Advisory Board are
representatives from the
cla.ss who offer their time
and
energy
to
plan,
arrange,
publicize
and
attend fundraise·rs.
Meetings are. Q'Pen to
any mrTaber of the Junior
Class and are held on
Wednesdays from 6 to 7pm
in the Student Common •.
Upcoming
events
sponsored by the. Junior
Class
inclu-de:
t;ntertainment at the Club
House on Thursday, Oct.
19, transportation to the
Head of the Charles to
watch the crew races, on
Sunday, Oct. 22, hypnotist
Ken Weber returns, on
.Thursday, Oct. 26 and
. Halloween Telegrams on
Tuesday, Oct." 31. T.he
Junior Class will also
sponsor
the concession
stand at ItAn .E\'':ning with
Adam West: ('n Friday,
Oct. 13.
Also coming up is The
Snowball Semi-Formal at
! he Newport Marriott or.
De.;;..~...,.".."".,,_.~
I r...
~\:i'. Ai ...1\.....\ .

. .,.
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EARN

LookiIlg fqr a. in1emit]
sorority or student 01gani2ation that 'Vl) uld
like 10 ~ $500-$1000
for a. OIl! 'l1eek. oncampU! marbtillg
project. Must be organ- ,;

.

-

MO:N~:KY

QU!INHS.S
The on. campm gift shop
T-shirt3.J tJ}"S J boxef3 &

stuffed animals.
~e8Sonab1e prices .Donn.
I Rm ?06. Ali33a
~andall "
..

i2ed and baJd"VOr~.

Call1!l:iza.be1h 01 Myra
at (800) 592:-2121

1 exploit
5 Jog
9 Deface
12 Solo
13 At this place
14 Anger
15 Noisemaker
17 Exist
18 River in
.

48 Hindered
50 Commonplace
53 Saucy
54 Garden tool
55 Beholdl
57 Stage whispers
61 P08lI88Slve

mulberry
28 Popular TV
maid
29 Auricle
31 Cloth measure
34 Either
35 Weight of India
37 Comb. form:
middle

1

i

"

Help ':Yanted
. College/Campus
Representative Earn'top$.
Flexible Hours . Fun.
Enjoyable. Rewarding.
up to $20,000 Per Year. BS
lIielping Friends Recieve
Grants/Scholarships. For
Info Please Call:
(213) 967~2115

,.

ANn-APARTIII!ID
~

PRBR ADMISSION
POR ALL
CU1tuJal gift! (or sale
(T- shirts J pOS1ers &.
jevelIy) free ice cream
1Jl.Ovie Ie. ~lJIlChies.

'Wm.

62 Object of
devotion
64 Girl's name
65 Openwork
fabric
66 Sums up
8 Abound

4 Gossips
5 Subl8ctof
discourse

DOWN

1 DIstant
2 Period of time
3 RIver Island

234

12

Vlhi~;

Sat. Oct. 138:30 P.M.
in the student union.
LIYR Rl!GGAI!
BARD
I'M yslic Ja:rnr.ners U

B:rand ne" 'black Ie a1ber
jacket Bon Jon stYle
vitb:tusle3. Never
Cost $240 'Vill
sen for $200. Call
Amber at 253-0678
af1!r 5:00 Tue-Sun.

,Puzzle

67MIcr~

PORSALH

RALtv

9 center
10 Region

11 W8Ik unsteadily
16 Lounged ab9Ut
7'Spherk:aI body
20 Before
"':"'"'"""I~~ 22 Babylonian
~
~~t--1 23 Arab lateen-

1977 VW bm

vi camper tJp. $1800

Par info call 254-1934
AskfolPam

FOR SALI!
H:xcel1£.:nt Price I
Beautiful14k gold OWllay neeklaces vitil
Jna1Chixlg bracele'tS.
ODly$20 for each sn.
Call Andna 253-0849

POR SALI!

Crossword

pronoun

27 Indian

<

The
'Weekly

46 Sungocl

SCotland
19 Heavy volume
21 Commemoratlvedisk
23 Buffoonery

•

,

39 Three-toed
sloth
40 Marry
42 Ptunge
44 DressIng for fish

ACROSS

•

~

TYPDlG
Need something 1J1ped?
Need it-typed fu1?'
Need the job done tight?
Let rn.! do your typing
jobs. Will type anytbi:ng

up tJ 7 pages ~tb. nrc
days rotice.$2.50 per

page. ~Ip.~beek.
& deliver it 1:) )O'UI

6Concemlng

room. Youpay'Vben
)IOu:have 1he:finis~ .

rigged vessel
. 24 Underdone
.,......-4--1--1 25 Measure of
weight: abbr.
---4---4---4 26 Sweet potato
30 Parts of steps
32 Intertwine

product. CaD. Micbele
at 253-0646 leave mg.
or all :x2229.

33
F:~·~~""';:;;;;~::'''''''oj;~~.+It~,~~:
38 Fl.'tii Of

38 Spurting forth
41 Most arid
~---1 43 Vigor: colloq.
45 Chaldean city
--1---1 47 Near
49 River ducks
50 Slender
51 Repetition
52 Lamb's pen
name
56 Unusual
1 '58 Fjm1.aJe deer

-....-+-+-+--i

."...I--+-+--i
- -.....+-+--1

'59 Tran~r:ess
60 EverYbody'S
uncle
63 Hypothetical
force

"

,

SOLUTION ON PAGE 15
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DON'S.···~·!

ART SHOP:

~

543 MAIN STREET, WARREN RI

245·4583·
aaaery
.
,

Art Classes

·~rt.& nraftinlJ Supplies
'~ROGERWILLIAMSCOLLEGE
.
..
STUDENT~

0%

t

l1/VtfIVIIERE/

...

...

discount 'till end of

'semester with student ID.

• $8-9 an hour!
• Ideal for college students!
• Full benefits for part-time work!
• Potential promotion to
supervisory posi1ion. ,.'
~, befOre graduation!
When'it comes to part-time work, nobody
offers,college~tudentsmore than UPS! Right
now, 'we have opportunities for part-time
Package Handlers in many of our Eastern
Massachusetts facilities. Benefits include full
medical, dental, profit sharing, vacation time,
personal days, and much more!

UPS has locations in Watertown, Norwood;
Brockton. Sagamore. Dennis, Dartmouth. and
Warwick, R.I. For application information.
contad your Student Employment Office or
call (617)762-9911.

~

~

- l- t~ ~ .. -~" i-;oo,.~., M.'F

~

----------~--~---~~-_____:_~_:_.~.
_7
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The Roger Williams College

Student Activities Council'
Invites you to spend:

·"An evening with Adam West"
.

The Original Batman

.Friday,
O<;t~ber 13,1989
in the

.Paolino Recreation Center
Doors Open @ 7 :OOpm
Showtime@ 7:30pm -~~.

General Admiss.ion tickets for RWC'
Students and their Guests:
$3.00 each in advance.
$6.00 each at the door.·

. • Lim.ited Seating' ..•. '

Advance tickets On-Sale:

.

.

.

Monday, Oct.
9th thru Friday, Oct. 13th in the Student Center
Lobby:'
.
.
.

.

llam • 1:30pm
4:30· '6:30pm
- For more infonnation, Call (401)253-1040
Ext.2076 or 2228.

--
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Student Senate
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'Lnduction·eerernonfJ

A reception will follow the
ceremony .

.'..S tudents this .is your chance to meet

your Student Senate Representatives I

.('..

-,...

T

•

)
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PerSona S
Mark, can we talk. Claire

Dear 'Paul, Let's head for Sue, I really miss youthe mountains...tomorrow! school's not the same
Log cabins, waterfalls' without you! - Jess
burning fires and cognac~
See you there.
SandY~ Will 'you please
keep It down at night. I
can't sleep.. The male
Debbie and Amy of Dorm
2. The fun ~as just begun, upstairs.

Unit 6 Josh, Check before
you enter a stall for now
on, ok kid. C-ya The
Boinker.

and hell is just around
the corner. But despite all
that battling, you gals are
good friends. C-Ya The
boys who are "watching
you."

Hey Josh buddy, Where
are our Jens C-Ya DeFab

Paul ",of UniL 12. YDU.
think you're pretty good
at pool and you've beaten
me at tennis,' well, who
ha~ a girl~~iend! Gotc,li a !

Emma, who's bed are you
sleeping in tonight?

..

PB

-. Qon't' forget

Hey Justine and Lisa, you
guys are scumbags. Love
Mark.

Duncan
and
MichelleGood Luck! We have faith
in you guys! Love, Wendy
and Jen

Hey Deno - More trips ,to
Boston, so we both can
come home smiling!! Bam
Bam

Dave, Hi, here is your
personal. Now I want one.

Todd, You are my Love
and my Life. You are my
inspiration. SB

the

. Chris, "Thanks for'" the
Stones ticket. I love you
sooo
much!!!
Your
HoneyBunch XOXOXO
.
.life!!! ,- La~ry,. F. ,- I'm-· not; i,nto
• .'that.
kind of ~an.
.
.. . GUldQ

Michele, Will' I be adding : n.yl<t,n .:roOpe! - ~L
Jen, I can't believe .how
bad we are! 1 Typewriter another one to the list soon. Hey Lara, Shhh! Luv, Your
Unitmates
anyone? - Jess:
Mark was here.

Lisa; do \~ou think Sean' is: 'o.-Shlonger,
. b
J 1m eam was stolen by
,
,
- 'G"~'
Debbie in the townhouses. up for. II sheet tieai? MU'~' ,', al.7.·

,"

'

'.~

,;.

' .

Chris, t!appy Htrthoay
early and only 10 days
until we're on our way
home. Can't wait. How
about you? - Your Ride.

........

. ':

-M.

"I don't want
alotof hYpe.
ljustwartt

."
",

something I

cancounton."

Jess, Be care'ful with your
toys. You wouldn't' want
anyone to get hurt in' the
process of adding one to
the list, would you now?
Defab, You got no Poob!
Brrr! C-Ya!

Some long distance
lumpanies pmmise \'llU
the !11(X>I1, bUL wh~1t \'()U
fe'JUy want is delX'n~labk. ..
high·quality service. Thal's
just what you'll get when you ch(xlse AlliT Long
Distarice Service, at a ~ost
thal's a lot less Lhan vou
think. You can ex\x.X:llow
long dislance rJtes, 24-hour
opemtor assistance, c1e-Jr
connections and immediate
credit tClr wrong numbers,
And the a<;surance thal
virtual~' all of your calls will
go through the firsL time,
That's the genius of the
AT&T ~brIdwide Intelligent
Network.
When it's Lime to
choo~e, forget the gimmicks
and make the intelligent
choice-A'T&T
If youtllike to know
more alxlUt our pnxluct<; or
services, like International
Calling and the AT&T Card,
call us at 1 800 222-0300.

AlaT

The right choice.

•••••••_.

~

•••__•

•

••••

fo all
Me people who
tried to beat me in pool
(especially Josh from Unit
12) Nice try and try again
in a year. Pretty Boy
Floyd
Hey Goodie, How's your
batch? Lax 13

~

Please keep our swing
area clean. All the trash
just totally sucks. Thanks
- Concerned
Unit 353, Batch Brigade
Hey
Barnyard
Bizzare
Fans, See you all on the
farm, bring your blankets.
Sandy and Laura of Unit
12 really like to ride
those horses! Keep on
riding!
I give my gratitude to the
poor souls who are stuck
in never ending 24 hour
QUIET Zone. A fellow
Unit 12 member
Dear Brookie, Hope you
ha ve a nice day and a
great week, come sailin'.
We miss ya "R"
Hey Sweetums on fourth
floor south. Keep your
eyes open! Rael
Shoe buff
More
snowboarding
weekends
without any dislocations. I
love you bro. DJ
Mike the RA in Unit 4
Beware of 41 S - this is

•••••••I the
~~,r.n.il)..&.
watch finat,
your hack
-. "

so

..
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remmderthat your new roommate lSJit
§:: the weirdest person in the world.
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ROGER WlUIAMS COlLEGE
FAll TERM

Daily & Sunday $17.00
Daily Only
$ 9.00
Sundays Only
$ 8.00
5 Days Mon-Fri $ 7.5'0

Fall Delivery
starts Oct.

16

Alan 'Whitten
'Box 643
Roger Williams College
--Via Campus Man --

No delillery during sC'hool holidays or filial exams..
All subsC'riptions are payable in advanC'e by semester.
StUdents with 'llarying starling dates mag have their 8ub8C'riptions pro-rated.

I
'.

' ·

I

If you prefer Credit Card payment to The Boston Globe.

I

JIASTf:RCARI)

1

~

YES, I want The Boston Globe on 'campus!
'
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1
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Class year
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